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Topics Covered 



What is Denial of Service? 

Denial of Service (refered to as DoS for the remainder of this 
presentation), is a computer or network state which is induced 
purposefully by an attacker to inhibit that computer or 
network's ability to function correctly and provide service. 

DoS attacks are launched on the Internet landscape in 
network form, where the attacking computer sends crafted 
network packets (TCP, UDP or ICMP) to the target host. 



The Underlying DoS Concept 

As with any form of 'hack attack', a vulnerability is exploited so 
that the attacker can change the operating state of a machine. 
Early Microsoft Windows 95 machines were vulnerable to 
'winnuke' and 'ping of death' attacks, where the 
TCP/IP stack implemented by Microsoft was simple and could 
not handle large fragmented packets or out-of-bound data 
correctly. Hackers wrote simple programs that sent crafted 
out-of-bound and fragmented packets to the target IP 
address, causing it to crash and display the infamous 'blue 
screen of death'. 

Other attack types take advantage of vulnerabilities at 
network level with the way that the Internet sends data 
between networks and responds to certain data. 
. 



Direct and Indirect DoS 



Direct DoS Attack Systems 



Direct Single-tier DoS Attacks 







Protecting Against Direct Single-tier DoS Attacks 



Direct Dual-tier DoS Attacks 





Protecting Against Direct Dual-tier DoS Attacks 



Direct Triple-tier DDoS Attacks 



The Components of a DDoS Flood Network 





Protecting Against Direct Triple-tier DDoS Attacks 



Indirect DoS Attacks 



DoS Prevention Strategies 



DoS Prevention Resources 



The End 
Thanks for Listening! 
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